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RANKE THE REACTIONARY
PETER BURKE

i

Acton, "On theStudyofHistory"
(1895), in his Lectures un Modern Hiswry, ed. H. R. 'frevor-Roper (London: Fontana, 1960), 22.

1.

The formula occurs in Sleidan
("ptout quaeque res acta fuit") and
La Popeliniere ("reciter Ia chose
comme elle est advenue"); quoted
respectively in Peter Burke, The
Renaissance Sense of the Past (London: Arnold, 1969), 124, and
George Huppert, The Idea ofPer[ict
Histvry (Urbana: University o( Illinois Press, 1970), 49 .

2.

3· A good picture of concern with
documents by French and German
scholars from the late seventeenth
century onward can be found in

Historischer Forse hung im 18.
]ahrhundert, ed. K. Hammer and

J.

Voss (Bonn, 1976).

Il doge Nicow
Omtarini (Venice and Rome: Fon-

4· Gaetano Cozzi,

dazione Cini, 1958), chap. 5; and
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T IS NOT EASY to give a definition, or even an exact descrip-

tion, ofRanke's contribution to the discipline of history. Many past
definitions characterize his achievement in such a way that they do
injustice to important developments in European historical writing in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For this reason it may be useful to creep
up on Ranke from behind, in other words, to see him from the perspective
of his predecessors rather than his successors. For example, Ranke is sometimes claimed to be the originator of the important historiographical turn
from the narrative "chronicle'' to the documentary "record." On the one side,
his famous Zur Kritik neuer Geschichtschreiber is presented as the first serious
criticism of narrative sources such as Giovio and Guicciardini. On the other,
Ranke is described, as he was by Lord Acton in his inaugural lecture at Cambridge, as "the real originator of the heroic study of records;' and great emphasis is placed on his use, for example, of the archives of Venice (for the
reports of ambassadors) and Frankfurt (for the proceedings of the Reichstag
in the age of the Reformation). 1
However, Ranke was not the first historian to suspect the reliability of
Guicciardini or Giovio; criticisms of these historians were already being put
forward in the sixteenth century. His general critique of modern historians
followed the model of the reflections on the unreliability of the ancient
historians offered by classical scholars such as Wolf and Niebuhr. Even his
formulation of the historian's task as describing "what actually happened"
was a sixteenth-century topos. 2 As for the "heroic study of records;' it should
be taken back to the seventeenth century, if not before. 3 One might, for example, ask how there came to be a Venetian archive for Ranke to use; it was
because the historical culture of seventeenth-century Venetian patricians already involved a concern with records. 4 A brief treatise on archives was published in Venice in 1632. 5
The main purpose of this paper, however, is not to discuss Ranke's relation to his sources, but to offer a few reflections on the intellectual cost of
his achievement. This achievement is often described, on the model of Kant's,
as a "Copernican Revolution;' a metaphor worth studying (like others used
by historians) in its own right. 6 In certain important respects, however, Ranke
was not so much, historiographically speaking, a revolutionary as a "reac-
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tionary;' in the literal sense that he was reacting against an earlier historical
revolution: that of the eighteenth century. The intellectual price of his achievement was, unfortunately, to cut off this older "new history" in its prime,
because it was not consistent with the new model or paradigm of history
which he put forward and which was interpreted (rather more narrowly, perhaps, than Ranke ever intended) by his followers .7
Like scientific revolutions, historical revolutions are constantly being discovered these days, and our conceptual currency is in serious danger of debasement. Yet, a good case can be made for describing the changing practice
of history in eighteenth-century Europe as revolutionary. I will try to make
this case now, or at any rate, to summarize it. 8
In this period, a number of historians in France, Britain, and elsewhere
rebelled against the traditional dominance of political events. One of the most
eloquent communicators of this rebellion was the Comte de Boulainvillers,
who dismissed traditional history as "une succession de faits d'armes et de
guerres peu interessantes dans notre situation presente'' ("a succession of military actions and wars, oflittle interest in our present situation"). Elsewhere
he complained in his typically polemical style that

Nos auteurs ne nous parlent IJUC des princes, ou de leursJawris, de quelques evenements, de batailles, de traites . . . .~1 rappurt des m&Urs
communes . . .avec de tels objets? . . .cnryez vous, Mademoiselle, que !'on
soit bien avance de savoir Ia date de quelques tvenements, le nom des
princes, de leurs ministres, de leurs generaux et de leurs mattresses, si
!'on ignore d'ailleurs les ressorts de leurs actWns, de leurgouvernement,
si !'on ne s'instruit du genie de chaque s~cle, des opinimJs, des m&urs,
des it:Ues dominantes, ou pour rout dire des passions qui conduisaient
les hommesr
Our authors tell us only about princes or their fovorites, ofcertain events,
battles, and treaties . ... what is the relatWn between these objects and
society? . . .do you believe, Mademoiselle, that we have made such progress by knowi1'f!J the date ofsome events, the names ofprinces and their
ministers, theirgenerals and their mistresses, while otherwise remaini1'f!J ignorant ofthe reasons for their actimJs and their policies, and unaware ofthegenius ofeach age, the opinions, the manners, the dominant
ideas, or, ro sum it all up, the passions which drive men? (my translation)
These complaints were quickly to become a commonplace, especially in
France. Voltaire, with his usual gift for seizing on other people's ideas and
making them his own, provided a number of variations on this theme, all
con brio. The celebrated orientalist Anquetil-Duperron provided a new version of the topos when he distinguished what he called the hisroire des opinWns from the unreliable histoire des evenements. 10 The parallel with the rejection
of hisroire tvenementielle at the beginning of the twentieth century by Frans:ois Simiand, Lucien Febvre, and others will be obvious, and I shall return
to it toward the end of this paper.11
The case for an eighteenth-century historical revolution depends, of course,
on actions rather than words, on practice rather than theory, and in particular, on the broadening of the historian's subject matter at this time to in-
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Gino Benzoni and Tommaso
Zanato, eds., Sturici e politici veneti
del}oo edel '6oo (Milan and Naples:
Ricciardi, 1982). The reports of Venetian ambassadors are more like
chronicles than records; Ranke consulted them in bound volumes in
Berlin before he went to Venice.
5. Balthasar Bonifacius, De arr:hivis
(Venice, 1632).
6. On the importance of studying
metaphors: Hans Blumenberg,
"Paradigmen zu einer Metaphorologie;' Arr:hiv for &griffigeschichte
6 (1960): 7-14-2; on historiography:
Alexander Demandt, Metllphem for
Geschichte (Munich: BecK, 1978).
Neither author discussed "revolution ." Ernst Cassirer discussed
Bayle's "Copernican Revolution" in
history in his Philosophy of the Enlightenment (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1951), chap. 5·
Freud's comparison of himself with
Copernicus and Darwin as revolutionaries is another example of the
metaphor.
7. In borrowing the useful term
"paradigm" from the well-known
essay by Thomas Kuhn, The Structure ofScientijic RerolutWn.r (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1960),
I have no intention of implying that
historical and scientific revolutions
are alike in every respect.
8. Despite its uneven coverase of
different parts of Europe, G10acchino Gargallo's Sturia della sturiogmfia moderna: it settecentv (Rome:
Bulzoni, 1972) remains a useful
survey. Cf. Arnaldo Momigliano,
"Eighteenth-Century Prelude to
Mr. Gibbon;' in Gibbon and Rome,
ed. P. Ducrey (Geneva: Droz, 1977);
Ernst Breisach, Historiography
(Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1983), chap. 13; and Georg
Iggers, "The European Context of
IStn-Century German Enlightenment Historiography;' in Deutsche

Geschichtswissenschaft im Zeitldter der
Aujkliiru'!Ef, ed. H. E. BOdeker et
al. (Gottingen : Vandenhoeck and
Ruprecht, 1986), 225-4-5. I am grateful to Professor Iggers for letting me
see this essay before its publication.
9. Quoted by Renee Simon,

Boulainvillers (Paris: Imprimerie
Louis-Jean, 194-1) , 4-8. Cf. G. Gar~o,

Boulainvillm e Ia storilymfia delPillminismo francese (Naples, 1954-);
Fran~ois Furet and Mona Ozouf,
"Two Historical Legitimations of
18th-Century French Society:
Mably and Boulainvillers;' in In the
Workshop of History, Fran~ois Furet
(Chicago: University of Chicago
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elude what was variously called istmia civile (Pietro Giannone and his followers);
Phistoire des moeurs (Voltaire et al.); "the history of society" (the Scottish
school); and biirgerliche Geschichte (the Gottingen school). Instead of being
more or less confined to war and politics, general histories now began to deal,
sometimes
at considerable length, with what we would call matters economic,
10. Attention has been drawn to
this passage in Momipliano, "Presocial, and cultural. 12 In a similar way, the traditional narrative of events was
lude to Mr. Gibbon .'
supplemented by the description or analysis of structures.
rr. F. Simiand, "Methode historique
An obvious example of these changes is that of the "feudal system:' a phrase
et science sociale,'' Revue de synthese
coined
in Scotland in the middle of the eighteenth century to describe the
histmique 6 (1903): 1-22; L. Febvre,
Philippe II a /e Fmnche-Comtt (Paris:
connections between legal, political, military, economic, social, and even culArmand Colin, 1912) .
tural structures in the Middle Ages. 13 Similar analyses were offered (without
12. The qualification "general" histhe phrase) by Boulainvillers and Montesquieu in France, and in the Germantories needs to be inserted because
speaking world by Justi (stressing the economic structures) and by Eichhorn
monographs had been concerned
(who coined the remarkable phrase die Cultur des Feudalrechts). 14
with some of these matter.; since the
Renaissance. An obvious exam pie is
A concern with "the history of society" was not confined to the feudal
Giorgio Vasari's Lives (Florence,
system
. In France, for example, Voltaire's well-known popularization, Essai
15II-74), which sketches a history of
art and provides biographies of sur les moeurs, with its aim of"discovering society'' (dicouvrir quelle etait /a soartists.
ciete des hommes), does not stand alone. It is part of a cluster of works on
13. Peter Burke, "Scottish Historians
manners, morals, trade, and the arts, a cluster which includes La Curne de
and the Feudal System: The ConSainte-Palaye's
Memoires sur Panciennc chevalerie (1746-so), from which Volceptualization of Social Change''
(Paper given at the Conference on
taire drew heavily for his essay; Goguet's De Pariginc des loix, des arts et des sciences
the Enlightenment, Pisa, 1979); also
(1758); Montucla's history of mathematics (1758); and Abbe Raynal's Histoire
in my Perceptions of the Past
(Brighton, 1988, forthcoming).
philosophique des deux buies (1770), which has much to say about international
and intercontinental trade. 15
J+. Johann G. Eichhorn, Al{tpneine
The rejection of the history of events and the concern for structures and
Geschichte der Cultur und Litteratur,
2 vols. (Gottingen : Rosenbusch,
trends were not confined to France. In Italy, for example, Giannone's Civil
1796-99), 1:xix.
History of Naples and Vico's New Science were followed by Muratori's essays
15 . On Sainte-Palaye: Lionel Gosson the social history of medieval Italy, Tiraboschi's history of Italian literaman, Medievalism and the Ideowgies
ture, Lastri's research into the history of the population of Florence, Galof the Enlightenment (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Univer.;ity Press,
luzzi's survey of the economic and social history of Tuscany under the Medici,
1968) .
and Lanzi's history ofltalian painting, to name only the best-known works. 16
16. Pietro Giannone, Isturia civile del
The eighteenth-century historical revolution was not confined to one part
regnodi Napoli (Naples: Naso, 1723);
of Europe, but was widespread; it was not confined to manifestos, but
Giambattista Vico, Scienza nuuva
produced a considerable body of empirical work.
(Naples: Mosca, 1725); L. A .
Muratori, Antiquitntes, 3 vols. (MiIt was Scotland in the late eighteenth century where the new history seems
lan , 1738-43); Giovanni Tiraboschi,
to
have
taken deepest root and also to have produced some of its most specSturm della /etteratum itnliana, 10
vols. in 13 (Modena: Societa
tacular flowers. Here too there were some remarkable manifestos, which reTipografica, 1772-80); Marco Lasveal the self-consciousness with which the Scots pursued their project of an
tri, lUcerche sull'antica e moderna
popolazione di Firenu (Florence:
alternative history. John Millar of Glasgow dismissed what he called, unforCambiagi, 1775); Jacopo R. Galluzzi,
Isturia lie/gmnducaw di Toscana sotro gettably, "that common surfuce of events which occupies the details of the
il guverno della casa Medici, 5 vols.
vulgar historian." Lord Kames had used almost the same language: "Singular
(Florence: Del Vivo, 1781).
events, which by the prevalence of chance and fortune, excite wonder, are
greatly relished by the vulgar. But readers of solid judgement find more entertainment in studying the constitution of a state, its government, its laws,
17. J. Millar, An Histmical View of the manners of its people."17
the English GI!Vmlment (London :
As for the practical achievement, one can point to the concern for the
Strahan and Cadell, 1787); Kames,
history of manners, commerce, and the arts shown in William Robertson's
Hisrorical Law-Tmcts, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Miller, Kincaid and Bell,
three major historical works (especially in the "View of the Progress of Soci1758), preface.
ety" prefixed to his study of Charles V); in David Hume's History ofEngland;
and in more theoretical treatises, such as Adam Ferguson's Essay on the HisPress, 1984), 125-39; H. A. Ellis,
"Genealogy, History and Aristocratic Reaction in 18th-Century
France," Journal ofModern Histury 58
(1986) : 414-51.
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tory of Civil Society (1767), Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations (1776), and John

Millar's Origin of the Distinction of Ranks (1778) . 18 In England, Edward Gib- 18. Millar's work was first published
1771 under the title ObservatWns,
bon's chapters on the manners of pastoral nations are not the least remark- in
with less stress on manners.
able part of his History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, while
important contributions to cultural history were made by Charles Burney
in his History of Music (1776-89) 19 and by Thomas Warton in his unfinished 19. On the history of music: Roger
Lonsdale, Dr. Charks Burney (OxHistory ofEnglish Poetry (1774--81), which reveals that the author, like his friend fOrd:
Oxford University Press, 1965),
Richard Hurd (and like Sainte-Palaye), was interested in the history of chivalry. chap. 4·
Two lesser-known works reveal the new concern with social history with particular clarity: Robert Henry's The History ofGreat Britain (1771-93), and William Alexander's The History of Women (1779).
In Germany, too, the new sociocultural, or "civil;' history was an important movement in the second half of the eighteenth century. The pioneers
of this new history included Jacob Brucker, author of a remarkable Critical
History of Philosophy; Joachim Winckelmann, with his justly famous history
of ancient art; and Justus Moser, whose well-known history ofOsnabriick,
a local history inspired by Montesquieu, pointed German history in what
its author called "a quite new direction" (eineganz neue Wendung)-the direction of a more "useful and pragmatic" history which would include religion,
property, law, manners, and the arts. 20
20. J. J. Brucker, Hiswria critica
Later in the century, the Gottingen school of historians approached the philasophiae, 2d ed., en!., 6 vols.
(Leipzig: Weidemann and Reich,
subject in a similarly broad way. 21 This breadth can be seen in the universal 1766-67); J. J. Winckelmann,
histories of Gatterer and Schlozer and still more clearly in monographs on Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums,
3 vols. (Dresden: in der
particular topics, such as local history (Spittler), the history of trade (Eich- Waltherischen Hof, 1764-67); J.
horn), the history of diet (Schlozer), the history of literature (Eichhorn), and Moser, Osnabriickische Geschichte
(Osnabriick: Schmid, 1768), the
the history of women (Meiners), a study that asserts its independence from quotation is from the preface.
William Alexander, though published a few years after his work. 22 As an il21. Luigi Marino, I maestri della Gerlustration of this breadth of approach, the "total history" of the late eigh- mania:
Giittingen 1770-1820 (Turin:
teenth century, a famous passage from Schlozer may be worth quoting: "The Einaudi, 1975); Peter H. Reill, The
discovery of spirits, the arrival of tobacco, sugar, coffee and tea in Europe German Enlightenment and the Rise
of Historicism (Berkeley and Los
have brought about revolutions just as great as, if not greater than, the de- Angeles: University of California
feat of the Invincible Armada, the Wars of the Spanish Succession, the Paris Press, 1975); H. W. Blanke and J.
Riisen, eds., Von der Aufkliirung
Peace etc." 23
zum Histurismus (Paderbom, 1984);
In the field of cultural history, the Gottingen school's contribution in- and H. E. Biideker et al., eds.,
Deutsche Geschichtswissenschaft im
cluded Eichhorn's important All!Jemeine Geschichte der Cultur, of which the Zeitalter der Aujliirung (Gottingen,
first volume, dealing with the Middle Ages, appeared in 1795, the year of 1986) .
Ranke's birth. Eichhorn's discussion of chivalry owes a debt to the new Brit- 22. Christoph Meiners, Geschichte
ish work ·(citing Hurd and Millar, for example). More of an innovation was des weibliches Geschkchts, 4 parts
(Hanover: Helwingsche Hof,
his concern with the history of the arts and sciences, including their social 1788-18oo).
On Meiners: Alexander
history: for as the author put it, their development "cannot be separated from Ihle, Christoph Meiners und die
the history of the changing social situation." Eichhorn described his study Volkerkunde (Gottingen, 1931).
as a general introduction to the more specific and specialized histories of par- 23. A. Schlozer, "Revolution in der
ticular disciplines, "die specielle Geschichte der einzelnen Kiinste und Wis- Diat von Europa seit 300 Jahren;'
senschaften."24 These specific histories were being written in his day at his in his Briefivechsel, 10 vols. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Rllprecht,
university in a series described as the "History of the arts and sciences from 1778-82), 8:93-120; translation
their revival to the end of the eighteenth century, written by a society of emended from version in H.
Medick, "Plebeian Culture in the
learned men." An obvious example is the four-volume History of Chemistry Transition to Capitalism," in Culby Gmelin, which runs from the Arabs to Lavoisier. Gmelin's preface pointed ture, Ideology and Politics, ed. R.
Samuel and G. Stedman Jones
out the need to place the history of the sciences in a general cultural con- (London: Routledge and Kegan
text, to study "both beneficial and harmful influences on the development Paul, 1983), 96.
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24· Eichhorn, Allgemeine Geschichre
tier Cultur. On disciplinary histories:
Loren Graham, WolfLepenies, and
Peter Weingart, eds., Functiom and
Uses of Disciplinary Histories
(Dordrecht: Reidel, 1983).

of the sciences, religion and irreligion, popular prejudices, external events
and political relationships." 25

LL THESE DEVEWPMENTS were cut off in their prime

Johann F. Gmelin, Geschichte tier
Chymie, 4 vols. (Gottingen: Rosenbusch, 1797-98), title page. For information on the concern at
Gottingen with the history of
science, I am indebted to conversations with Dr. Nick Jardine of the
Department of History and Philosophy of Science at Cambridge,
England.
25.

by the historical revolution associated with Ranke. In making this
assertion I do not suggest that Ranke's own historical interests
were confined to politics and to "events" in the narrow sense. I accept the
arguments put forward by Vierhaus, Krieger, and others to the effect that
Ranke was "more complicated than the symbol he became'' and also that
he was not uninterested in the history of society, art, literature, and even
science, even if these concerns were relatively muted in his work. 26
However, whether intended or not, the movement Ranke led and the
26. Leonard Krieger, Ranke: The
new historical paradigm he formulated and exemplified worked powerfully
Meaninp of History (Chicago:
UniverSity of Chicago Press, 1977), against the older "new history'' of the eighteenth century. His approach to
8; Rudolf Vierhaus, Ranke und die
history was both more rigorous and more narrow than that of his predecessoziale Welt (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1957).
sors. One is reminded ofThucydides, whose "strict standard of historical reliability . .. imposed the idea that contemporary political history was the only
serious history; and Herodotus was cut off from the stream of ancient histori27. Arnaldo Momigliano, Studies in
ography. ... His tales, however attractive, looked oddly unprofessional.m 7
Histurilymphy (Lonaon: Weidenfi:ld
and Nicolson, 1966), 130-31. My Compared to archive-based political historians, those who worked on social
thanks to Mark Phillips for draw- and cultural history looked mere dilettanti, and what they produced was eiing my attention to the parallel bether impressionistic (in which case it was tarred with the brush ofVoltairean
tween Thucyclides and Ranke.
superficiality) or statistical (in which case it could be criticized as reductionist).
At a time when historians were aspiring to become professionals, social and
28. On the process of professionalicultural history was excluded from the discipline, as defined by the academics. 28
zation: Felix Gilbert, "The Professionalization of History in the To be more precise, in Germany, and to a lesser extent elsewhere in Western
Nineteenth Century;' in Histury: Europe, social and cultural history was marginalized, treated with some disThe Development ofHisturical Studies dain, and left largely to amateurs and popularizers, such as the politicians
in the United States, ed. J. Higham
Guizot and Macaulay or the journalist Freytag (1859-67). Jacob Burckhardt
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ : Spectrum,
1965), 32D-39.
was of course no amateur, but this rebel against Ranke was not taken too
seriously by his fellow professionals until fuirly late in his career. Economic
historians (from the time of Schmoller) and art historians (from the time of
Wolffiin) had their claims for professional status more or less accepted; but
other kinds of social and cultural history had to fuce considerable opposition, as the Lamprecht-Streit in particular reveals. One does not need to be
an uncritical partisan of Lamprecht (who was in some respects just the kind
of leader that a movement for reform can do without) to notice the weak
intellectual basis as well as the near-hysterical tone of his opponents. Despite
the work of Max Weber (who identified himself as a historian rather than
29 . Gerhard Oestreich, "Die Fachhistorie und die Anfange der sozi- as a sociologist), the opposition to this second wave of the new history was
algeschichtlichen Forschung in
so strong that its practitioners have had to wait-in Germany at least-until
Deutschland;' Histwische Zeitschrift
the late twentieth century for legitimation. 29
208 (1969) : 320-63. A tendentious
history of historiography in GerIn France, where the historians associated with Annales were accepted,
many, describing cultural history as
indeed established, soon after (if not before) the end of the Second World
a f.tiled attempt to put historical
writing "aufdiefolsche WI#' (on the
War, the origins of their historical revolution are rarely traced back as fur as
wrong road) , was produced by a
leacling conservative opponent of the eighteenth century, despite Durkheim's interest in Montesquieu and
Lamprecht and Weber: Georg von
Michelet's in Vico. Yet to read J. C. Gatterer's review of the state of French
Below, Die deutsche Geschichthistoriography in 1772, complete with statistical tables of articles published
schreibung (Leipzig: Quelle and
Meyer, 1916) .
in different fields, is a curious sensation today. I find myself blinking and try-
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ing to remind myself that this is not Annates for 1972 but the Historische journal two centuries earlier!

I

T WOULD BE A MISTAKE to overemphasize the similari-

ties between two movements for the renewal of historical studies,
which took place in two very different cultural contexts, but the
congruence between the two was such that the second movement could start
more or less where the first one left off. It would also be a mistake to place
the responsibility for the stifling or suppressing of the old "new history'' on
Ranke's shoulders alone. For a social or cultural historian it is a challenge to
place this reaction in its social and cultural context, to account for the susceptibility of other historians to Ranke; in other words, to offer a social history of social history. However, I shall limit myself to a couple of suggestions.
At the microsocial level, the level of academic institutions, Ranke's dominance (direct or indirect) of the new university of Berlin was surely important, like the dominance of the Hautes Etudes by Febvre and Braudel a
century later. This institutional framework deserves a detailed analysis, with
particular attention to the conditions of the production of histories and the
kind of work which was encouraged or (in the case of Lamprecht and his
students) discouraged. 30
At the macrosociallevel, there would seem to be an affinity between the
history exemplified by Ranke and the world after 1789, when events took their
revenge on those who, like the Comte de Boulainvillers, denied their importance. In his penetrating study of the relationship between perceptions of
the future and perceptions of the past, Reinhart Koselleck suggested that 1789
marked a new "horizon of expectation" because the French Revolution
"seemed to outstrip all previous experience'' and undermined many of the
generalizations put forward by eighteenth-century historians. 31 There was an
even closer affinity between Ranke's history and the world after 1815, when
social history, like social reform, seemed dangerous, and political history was
restored to a dominant position. There is a case for arguing that the
movement which Ranke led was-in important respects, at leastnot so much a "Copernican Revolution" in historiography
as a counterrevolution.
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30. A model, not to say paradigm,

of this kind of research is Pierre
Bourdieu's HtmW IICRdemicus (Paris:
Minuit, 1984).

31. R. Koselleck, Futures Past (Cambridge, MA and London: MIT
Press, 1985), 33·
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